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DefenseMap.com is a novel tool assisting clients in more thorough reflection and
information-sharing. Here are some of its key features.
1. Entirely free, fully bilingual, and with state-of-the-art security.
2. The advantages in discovery and the arming of defense counsel described (among
other places) in the 2½-minute Jeff Kimmell video and the Review by Doug
Passon.
3. Separate versions for adults and juveniles—with five separate tracks in adult
cases: (a) new, (b) appeal or post-conviction, (c) sentence relief by motion,
parole, or clemency, (d) defense of parole or probation revocation petitions, and
(e) expungement.
4. Unrivaled ease of use for clients (assisted by easy language and commands,
ReadSpeaker© option, and prompt Helpline assistance), allowing clients to work
on their own, in privacy, and with unlimited opportunities to log on and off to
supplement their responses.
5. An added opportunity for clients to reflect at their own pace on numerous aspects
of their lives and to consider personal changes that could potentially be of both
legal and personal benefit.
6. Automatic screening for special issues, defenses, and mitigation—and
presentation of the results in a crisply organized Defense Map with a highlighted
Flags Page.
7. Professional accounts for attorneys and allied professionals that allow Defense
Maps to be stored, instantly searched, and shared with colleagues on each case.
8. Simple FAQ guidance on (a) how professionals can understand and implement
this resource in less than an hour and (b) easy implementation in larger settings
like public defender offices and even jails and prisons.
9. Personalized Helpline assitance to attorneys, their staffs, and allied professionals.
10. The chance for attorneys and any staff member to quickly evaluate this
opportunity either (a) by seeing some Sample Maps or (b) by referring some
clients to complete their Defense Maps.
We’re committed to giving heroic attorneys the best help we can, and we always
welcome your Feedback.

